We propose a model for forecasting cooling and electricity load demand. The model takes the advantage of both time series and regression methods. The model is able to accurately forecast the load demands of the CCHP system. a r t i c l e i n f o 
Introduction
U.S. households and commercial buildings consume approximately 40% of total energy use and account for 72% of total U.S. electricity consumption [1] . Commercial building energy demand, in particular, doubled between 1980 and 2000 and is predicted to increase 50% over the next 15 years [2] . As a result, energy demand management has emerged as a key policy for both public and private organizations. CCHP systems can significantly contribute to reducing buildings energy use, curtail pollutant and carbon emission, and help to decrease risks of blackouts and brownouts in the utility grid [3, 4] . CCHP technology integrates processes of production and simultaneous use of cooling, heating, and power at a single site. However, since most commercial and industrial electrical loads are highly dynamic and typically not synchronized with local heating and cooling demands, advanced control strategies will be imperative to economic dispatch of CCHP resources.
A wide range of optimal control strategies has been proposed to improve the CCHP operation based on different objectives including power flow, capacity, operation, energy-use and environmental considerations [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . A common element in almost all optimal control strategies is to have an accurate estimation of cooling, heating, and electricity load demands. Some researchers assume that load demands are known and available over a specific period [8, 9] . However, cooling and electricity demands are typically stochastic and unknown mainly because of the complex interaction s between plant facilities and equipment, e.g. chillers and turbines yields. Liu et al. [8] point out that in practical applications, the exact future load profile does not exist; and forecasting methods should be taken into consideration by researchers. Therefore, a forecasting mechanism should be applied by researchers to find the future values of load demands.
A number of researchers employ building simulation platform to generate building load demand based on its physical characteristics and other dynamic input variables such as occupancy, weather, and time information. The cooling and electricity load demands are outputs of running the simulation and are then fed into the optimization model [10] [11] [12] . However, the quality of results highly depends on quality of the simulation models and their inputs. In addition, for any CCHP optimization, a detailed building simulation model needs to be accordingly built and run repeatedly. Another way to deal with this problem is to consider uncertainty in CCHP optimization model. Hu and Cho [12] for instance, propose an optimization model with some probabilistic constraints to guarantee that the model is reliable to satisfy the stochastic load demand. They assume load demands are independent and follow normal distributions in which 95% of the area is within the range of ±20% of the average load demands. Another approach to this problem is to develop a forecasting model and embed it into the optimization model. This is the main motivation of this work. In this paper, Cochrane-Orcutt estimation technique is used as an effective linear model to provide look-ahead forecasts for cooling and electricity demand load. It simultaneously fits a regression model and a time series to the data while maintaining least square estimate (LSE) conditions. In addition, the forecast values are modified when a new data is received from the real system. The proposed model is currently working as a part of an integrated optimal dispatch for CCHP plant at the University of California, Irvine and providing accurate forecasts for the entire campus cooling and electricity load demand.
Background study
In most real cases, cooling and electricity load demands are highly dynamic oscillating within a wide range of values during course of a day. This is mainly because several physically explicit or latent factors can instantaneously influence cooling and electricity demand patterns. These factors can be any one of the following types: (i) Static factors that are usually set at the design stage and only change due to aging wear and tear. Building characteristics, CCHP components, chiller types and generator nominal capacities are examples of such factors; (ii) Environmental variables extrinsic to the building, such as climate and weather data; (iii) operational variables, e.g. cooling/heating set point values, lighting, time schedule to operate various equipment and system components within plant or building; and (iv) uncontrollable dynamical variables, such as number of occupants at any time, noise due to structural variations etc. It is ideal to know all these factors and their impacts on energy dynamics in order to optimally forecast and control cooling and electricity demands for single building or a cluster of buildings. However, a complete forecast model is not practically attainable due to unknown significant dynamical variables, lack of tools to measure their effects, or that some of these variables are uncontrollable. Therefore, a wide range of different methods has been proposed to model and forecast load dynamics. In overall, these methods can be categorized into three general approaches.
In the first approach, a linear or nonlinear statistical model is used to explain the variability of response (load or energy dynamics) over time. The most popular example of such statistical models is Box and Jenkins time series paradigm where load demands are estimated based upon a linear combination of their past values [13, 14] . There are a large family of different models in this category that can deal with many special cases including seasonality, nonstationary, and non-homogeneity of variances (see e.g. [15, 16] ). The major drawback of such models is that the future values are typically forecasted based upon the past and present values of cooling and electricity load demands without considering any exogenous factors in the model. Another example of statistical approach is using regression models (metamodel) where the variability within response is modeled via a number of exogenous factors [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The major problem of such models is that they often ignore the complex interactions between exogenous factors, which The second approach employs artificial intelligence to find the k-step ahead forecasts for load demand. A broad range of numerical methods can be included in this category. Kalogirou [23] and Mellit and Kalogirou [24] provide a comprehensive review of AI techniques in some areas of energy. Although their techniques are not directly related to load forecasting, however, they can easily be used with minor changes. Artificial neural network (ANN) is among most frequent AI techniques and has been widely used in load or energy forecasting. ANN's have particularly evolved based upon different settings of neuron arrangement, neuron connections, training techniques, and internal layers and become a powerful competitor for statistical methods [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . They can be designed to include both past observation of cooling and electricity demands and associated exogenous factors. The main disadvantage of AI approach is that they are often black box and do not show any explicit relationship between response an input variables. For example, the hidden layers of ANN's are difficult to explain and cannot be appeared in an explicit forecasting equation [30] .
In addition, by developing computational methods, a third approach has recently been developed which is a combination of any abovementioned techniques. The main purpose of this hybrid approach is to improve the accuracy of the forecast values by combining different numerical-analytical methods. Some hybrid methods also partially include the physical aspects of the real system in their computation and come up with a mixed physical-numerical method, which is often referred to as gray models [30] . A few applications of hybrid models in the area of energy can be found in [31, 32, 29] .
The proposed model can be classified in the statistical groups. It first fits a linear regression to find the correlation between the cooling and electricity load demands and exogenous factors. Any variability that cannot be explained by regression models can be aggregated in residual terms. Then, a seasonal time series model is applied to the residuals to express the remaining variability. Since, the regression parameters should be estimated using least square error method, the process of parameters estimation is applied iteratively and simultaneously. Further details will be explained in the next section.
Time series regression model
The common assumption of uncorrelated random error terms (e's) made in basic regression models is not appropriate to forecast building energy consumption. Historical data shows that error terms are frequently correlated (often positively) over time [33] . In particular, this typically happens when there are some uncontrollable, unknown, or non-measurable input variables. A special case for the regression model with auto-correlated data can be shown as follows:
where n(.) is a function of previous error terms e's, y t is the power consumed at time t and x tj is the jth input variable affecting the building energy consumption at time t and a t is a white noise. The error terms are typically modeled using Box and Jenkins model as a first order auto-regressive model. A preliminary study of our historical data on cooling and electricity load demands indicates a seasonal pattern with lag of 24 h. Therefore, the error terms in (1) is generalized to include seasonal patterns. To do this, assume that p, q, P and Q are the order of non-seasonal and seasonal autoregressive and moving range parts respectively, and s is the seasonal order. Then a general ARMA model for error terms can be written as follows:
where / p and U 
The main significance of Eq. (3) is that it includes seasonal error and tends to capture statistical similarities between two periods, which are n hours apart. The major problem of multiple linear regression with auto-correlated error terms is the estimation of coefficients. With auto-correlated error terms, the ordinary least square (OLS) procedures can be misleading and does not guarantee estimation with the minimum variance [33] . To overcome this problem, Cochrane and Orcutt [34] proposed a transformation when error terms follow a first order autoregressive process. According to Cochrane-Orcutt model, one should transform the response values in such a way that
Therefore, Eq. (3) can be replaced by
Eq. (5) is an ordinal multiple linear regressions with independent error terms and can be calculated via OLS estimation method. As a result, the fitted linear function
t can eliminate the autocorrelation structure of the error terms. The following algorithm summarizes our approach:
Step 1: Divide the original dataset into two subsets: training dataset and testing dataset, which are used for model estimation and model verification respectively and denoted by X 1 and X 2 . Set i = 0.
Step 
0i and go to Step 3.
Step 6: Apply anti-transformations for b 
where k is number of exogenous variables, n 2 is sample size for testing dataset, I is identity matrix and H can be calculated by
Case study and experimentation
In this section, the forecast model is employed as a part of optimal dispatching of a CCHP plant at the University of California, Irvine. Cooling and electricity forecast values are fed into an optimal control strategy, which searches for optimal set points for 24 h ahead. The forecast model then is used to compute optimal control values to minimize energy consumption during course of a day in a building.
The UC Irvine Central Plant consists of eight electric chillers, providing cold water, a 13.5 MW gas turbine (GT), a 5. megawatt-hour) which is able to shift, on average, 65% of the cooling load during the day to the night when electricity prices are lower and temperature is cooler. Fig. 1 provides a schematic of the plant, where GT is the primary source of electric power providing electricity for the campus and for the chillers. As a byproduct, the gas turbine generates the exhaust gas, which can be source of extra thermal energy. Such energy is then used to produce steam using HRSG unit. HRSG can supply 23,500 kg/hour and 54,000 kg/hour without and with duct fire, respectively. The generated steam drives the steam turbine (ST). The steam can also be used to produce hot water for the campus needs. A portion of the produced steam is also transferred to use in a steam chiller unit. GT and ST supply about 85% of the total electrical needs on the campus with the balance being served by utility import (14%) and an 893 kW-fixed panel solar photovoltaic (1%).
As mentioned, the electricity produced by two generators are either sent directly to the campus to satisfy electricity demand or supplied as the energy input to the electrical chiller (see [9] for more details), which is mainly responsible to provide cold water. Cold water can be either directly supplied to the campus to meet campus cooling needs or stored in the TES tank for later use. Hence, the chillers and the TES together are the main sources for the campus cooling demands. Any additional electricity demand is provided from the grid. Such a CCHP system is able to produce thermal energy along with electricity over time. The thermal energy storage (TES) is a flexible component of the plant, which allows the campus to reshape the cooling demand particularly in peak hours. There are many examples of CCHP supervisory control systems in literature [5, 6, 10] . A key element for such optimal control is to have accurate information about the power (electricity and cooling) demand over the course of a day, which is the central focus of this study.
Suppose 
where COP k is the coefficient of performance for the kth chiller which is the ratio between efficient energy acquired by and supplied to the chiller; this is typically determined by the chiller manufacturer. In this study, COP k is fixed and given by the chillers' manufacturer. However, in reality, it is a function of the real operating temperature and reliability of the absorption chiller. This information is not often available. Therefore, any variation due to change in COP k is appeared in error term of (1) and should be modeled via time series part of the proposed model. W k CHW presents the actual power (electricity) consumed by the kth chiller to produce W k CHC . The total power consumed by all chillers is given by:
Note that W k CHC values do not reflect the cooling power supplied to the campus. A portion of cooling load produced by the chillers is sent to the TES tank and stored for peak hours. Thus, W k CHC values cannot be a good measure for determining the total cooling demand of campus at any time. Instead, the amount of cooling supplied to the campus can be expressed as follows: 
where Q cooling is the total amount of cooling (kW) provided by the chillers and supplied to the campus to meet cooling demands, T CHRw is the temperature of returned water to chillers (K), T CHSw is the supply water temperature from chillers (K), _ m chw is the chilled water mass flow rate (kg/s) and c w is the specific heat capacity of water (kJ/kg K) [9] . All above parameters are known and available in the plant. This allows us to accurately estimate the actual cooling load demands.
Similar to the cooling load, the direct values for the electricity load demand are not available. However, this can be calculated from the hourly power consumption by the chillers, the total power generated by gas and steam turbines, and the power provided by grid. The electricity load at time t is therefore:
where W GT and W ST are the power produced by gas and steam turbines, respectively, and W grid is the power purchased from grid at any time. W CHW is the total power consumed by all chillers, which is calculated in (9) , and W electricity is the electricity load demand at time t. In this study, due to lack of data, we ignore the power consumption by pumps and chiller compressors, which account for a relatively negligible portion of the power consumption throughout the campus. The proposed forecast model is used to forecast both Q cooling and W electricity using a set of weather and time variables as well as historical cooling and electricity data.
Results for the CCHP plant data
In this section, the performance of the proposed method is discussed using the CCHP plant data collected from the UCI campus. In this example, one year (September 2009-2010) and 4 months data (September 2009-December 2009) are used for building the forecast models for the cooling and electricity load demands, respectively. Both datasets are provided by the UCI campus plant based on actual values of the cooling and electricity consumption. Each dataset is divided into two subsets. The first set is used for model building and estimation purposes (training dataset). The rest of the data is used for validation purposes (testing dataset). In this work, Matlab is employed for creating and testing the proposed forecast model and plotting and visualization is done by Minitab and R. In this phase, Eqs. (6) and (7) are used to investigate the performance of the forecast models. The testing subset does not share any information with the training dataset. Before building the forecast model, an exploratory data analysis is performed to capture the behavior of data over time. Fig. 2 depicts the 95% confidence interval plots for the cooling and electricity load demands categorized by weekdays. It is observed that both the cooling and the electricity load demands are higher in working days than weekends. This is particularly obvious for the electricity load demand that is less than 12,000 (kW) in weekends and more than 13,000 (kW) for weekdays. This implies that mixing all data and building a global forecast model without considering the factor of ''day'' may result in a less powerful model. Thus, in this work, two different models are constructed for weekdays and weekends. Fig. 3 presents the 95% confidence interval plots for the cooling and the electricity load demands categorized by 24 h of the day. For example, 17 in x-axis means the 95% confidence interval for the cooling and electricity load demands at time 17:00, which is constructed by all data collected at this particular time slot. This figure can easily represent peak time for the cooling and electricity load demands.
For cooling, the load demand increases constantly from 6:00 and reaches its maximum value at time14:00 then decreases until end of the day. The peak hours for the cooling load demand are between 11:00 and 17:00. This also implies that the cooling demand load is highly correlated with the ambient temperature. Similarly, the peak hours for electricity load demand are between 9:00 and 19:00 as well. Fig. 4 shows scatter plots of the cooling and electricity load demands versus the ambient temperature. The cooling load values show higher correlation with ambient temperature than the electricity load demand. The estimated correlations between cooling and electricity load demands with ambient temperature are 0.905 and 0.374, respectively. This means that to find an accurate model for the electricity load demand, it is required to add more significant exogenous factors than ambient temperature.
For example, the average number of people in the campus at time t would be a potential exogenous factor for modeling the campus electricity load demand. As number of people in the campus increases, it is logical to presume that the electricity load demand increases. However, in this example, since the number of people in the campus at time t is not available, it is not possible to analyze its effect. As a result, those parts of variation that are related to such missing exogenous factor(s) should be explained and modeled by time series part of the proposed method. Fig. 5a and b present the hourly cooling load of the campus and the residual values given by fitting a linear model of cooling versus ambient temperature. The residuals are highly autocorrelated over time in different lags (Fig. 5c) . Furthermore, Fig. 5d is the partial autocorrelation function (PCAF) for residual values and can identify the extent of lags in an autocorrelation model. In this figure, PACF illustrates a strong autocorrelation structure in the first lag and the 24th lag, which accounts for seasonality in the data. Therefore, a seasonal ARMA(2,0,0) Â (1,0,0) 24 seems an appropriate candidate for the electricity load dataset.
Similarly, Fig. 6a and b are the electricity load demand and its corresponding residual values when applying a linear model to the data. Again, ACF and PACF in Fig. 6c and d reveal a correlated structure for the electricity load dataset. Particularly, PACF illustrates a positive autocorrelation for the first lag and a remarkable negative correlation for the 24th lag. This means that a seasonal ARMA(1,0,0) Â (1,0,0) 24 model would be enough for the electricity load demand. Fig. 7a and b depict the result of forecast modeling for the cooling load demand using training and testing datasets. In Fig. 7a , the forecast values are very close to the corresponding actual values. This is because the training dataset is used for parameter estimation of the forecast model. Therefore, the model includes the information of actual data. Fig. 7b represents the performance of the model with testing dataset, which does not share any information with the estimated parameters. It is observed that the model adequately fits with the actual data. In addition, Table 1 provides the estimate values of the model parameter, their standard errors as well as coefficient of determinations for both cooling and electricity load demands. For the cooling demand, coefficient of determination R 2 and adjusted Figs. 8 and 9 present the actual and forecast values of electricity load demand using both training and testing datasets for weekdays and weekends, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2b , the electricity demand patterns are significantly different in weekends and weekdays, probably because of fewer numbers of people in the campus in weekends. Therefore, to improve the performance of the proposed method, two separate models should be built for weekdays and weekends.
In addition, It is observed from Figs. 8 and 9 that the performance of the proposed model for the electricity load demand is still less than the same model proposed for the cooling load demand. This is mainly due to lack of other exogenous factors in electricity demand model. As shown in Fig. 4 , the correlation between electricity load demand and the ambient temperature is moderate. It means that the ambient temperature can only explain a relatively small portion of variation in electricity demand. This can be confirmed by observing for electricity load demand in weekdays are namely 70.8% and 70% and for electricity load demand in weekends are namely 43% and 40%. Therefore, the electricity load model should be enhanced by adding more exogenous factors e.g. occupancy into the forecast model in order to capture larger amount of variability over time.
Another potential reason for lower performance of the electricity demand forecast model is shown in Fig. 10 . In this figure, the values of electricity load demand are plotted over time and are grouped by months. It is shown that the load demand in the last month follows different pattern than the other months. This is because the last month is December and the campus is probably less populated at the last days of December. Since, the model uses the first two months for training and estimation and the rest of data (including December data) for the testing purposes, it cannot fit the last part of December.
A solution for this problem is to add the occupancy as another exogenous variable into the model and re-estimate the model parameters accordingly. This way, the model can differentiate between those days that more people are in campus from the days that less people are in campus including weekends. Another idea is to build a new model solely for December. In doing so, the model switch to a new model that is designed and built based on December data as soon as December begins.
Conclusions
In this paper, a statistical method for forecasting cooling and electricity load demands was proposed in both campus and building level. The performance of the proposed model was evaluated using the CCHP plant data collected from the UCI campus. The results revealed that the proposed model was able to provide high quality forecasts for both cooling and electricity load demands. Coefficient of determination R 2 and adjusted coefficient of determination R 2 adj for forecasting cooling demand were 88.4% and 88.3%, implying that the proposed model could explain more than 88% of the total variability within testing data. These indices were 70.8% and 70% for electricity load demand in weekdays and 43% and 40% in weekends respectively. The weekend cooling demand forecasts could significantly improve by using more stable weekend data. The proposed model is now running in the campus and is forecasting both cooling and electricity load demands as a part of an integrated CCHP optimization platform. Further information from exogenous factors such as occupancy can improve the performance of the proposed model. 
